
Meadow Brook-Format-Front 9-2 Best balls-Back 9-Scramble/Step Aside-2 best balls gross/Net on the Front. First, check to see the card is stroked correctly. Note 

on the sample card below-only the 2 best balls used were entered(except the 2nd hole). If you write all 4 scores you MUST circle the 2 balls used. We must be 

able to ascertain which balls you used (prefer you don’t write all 4 scores as it is unnecessary) Note on this sample card-2nd hole-the players wrote down all four 

scores and did not circle any. They then carried down the 2 highest scores-we can only assume that the 5 & 4 were not good scores and will not change them. 

The 2 sixes will stand. All the other holes are clear as to which 2 scores are being used! Again, the scores are not being posted there is no reason to add 

individual scores or to write in a player’s score you’re not going to use. Also, please note hole 7-don’t write 5/5 or 5/4 in the boxes. The gross and net lines are 

there for this purpose. Add the 2 gross scores together and put the total in the gross box, now deduct the dots (strokes) for those 2 scores and write the total in 

the net box. To help pace of play in the BB format PLEASE PICK UP IF YOU ARE OUT OF THE HOLE!  

Scramble-Step Aside-Players A, B, C and D tee off. Player B’s drive is chosen as the team drive. Player B has to “step aside”–to sit out–on the next shot. Once you 

choose the drive-the player who hit the drive may not hit the next shot. This continues all the way in-including putting on the green. If player B’s approach to the 

green is used, she may not putt the next shot. Be sure to note drives used as each team must use at least 1 drive for each player in this portion of the 

tournament. Note there is a check mark on the card below to indicate drives used.  Note the Scramble score per hole is written on the “Gross” line with the team 

net points subtracted and written in the net line at the end. Now going across-gross and net for each nine may be added. Note the team added wrong-but 

players are not responsible for the math. Please take a minute when done and use your calculator on your smart phone or come to the scoring table and borrow 

a calculator. You should always keep 2 cards within a group-hopefully you would catch the math errors before turning in your card. Card is signed by the scorer. 

Thanks for your help in getting these cards neat and legible. 

 

 


